
 

 
 

roof accessories 

* The entity responsible for the brand is the company dachspin.pl EURO-TERM with headquarters in Grudziadz. 

Correspondence: 86-300 Grudziądz Street. Sambora 18, office: ul. 50a parks budget. 2, 

NIP: 8762291075, Regon: 300613383, Account Number: mBank 92 1140 2004 0000 3202 7361 6209 

Contact: 

Northern Region: Luke Smith tel: 698 637 248, E-mail: kowalski@dachspin.pl 

Central Region: Andrew Feldman tel 603 436 810, E-mail: kucharczyk@dachspin.pl 

Southern Region: Michael Herod tel 667 696 881, E-mail: herod@dachspin.pl 

Web page: www.dachspin.pl 

 

Declaration of Conformity 
012011072016 

 

1.  The subject of the Declaration of Conformity are tile clips and  ridge beam brackets, produced and 

sold under the brand of: 

 

DACHSPIN.PL* 

 

2.  The declaration contains the following assortment described by the brand names (index) : 

 

 small „U” clip (SUM), side clip with square hook „HK” (SHK), 

 large „U” clip (SUD), side clip with round hook „HO” (SHO),   

 „J” clip (SJ),  „ND” FORFITER „ND” FORFITER (SND), 

Double side  „2J”  (S2J), side clip „K” (SK), 

Clip with high lock „JN”  (SJN),  ridge beam bracket (MKG), 

Monch Nun clip „MM” (SMM), ridge beam bracket plate (MKB). 

 

3. Symbol of the product classification 28.11.23-63.49 from PKWiU (Polish classification of Products 

and Services) 

4. All clips are made from materials of Polish origin i.e. medium-carbon, galvanized steel wire (acc.  

PN-M-80028:1980 norm) or from low-carbon steel (acc. to PN-M-80026:1967 norm) and from 

medium-carbon, galvanized steel tape (acc. to PN-EN 10346:2009 norm) or rolled cold, low-carbon 

steel, cold processed tape (acc. to PN-EN 10130:2009 norm). 

5. The products specified in the declaration are to be used when fixing roof tile of the residential, 

group living buildings and public facilities. Roof tile clips and ridge beam brackets may be applied 

outside the buildings in the environment up to maximum atmosphere C3 corrosivity  acc. to PN-EN 

12500:2002 or PN-EN ISO 12944-2:2001 norm. 

6. The appliance of clips and beams should be made according to technical projects, prepared to 

specific facility, regulated by law, in particular the regulation of the Minister of Infrastructure from 

April the 12th 2002 on technical conditions of the building and their location (Journal of Laws No 75, 

item. 690 as amended). 

 

 Grudziadz, March the 15th, 2011      Łukasz Kowalski 

                                  dachspin.pl owner 

 

          


